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Robert Jones’Strategies for organizing your make-up—features lessons for folks of all skill levels;
This all inclusive guide to the make-up brush is a complete Make-up Masterclass is about more
than dramatic transformations.) of most ages and skill amounts. Robert Jones' Make-up
Masterclass You can start at your skill level and find out! from the Robert Jones’makeupchallenged”Helpful Q&As in every chapterQuick-reference index photos to build your make-up
repertoire and maximize natural splendor at any ageTechniques to highlight your best traits and
This guide book includes:Step-by-step build your confidence because a makeup artistBeforeand-after photos to help you achieve looks for any pores and skin toneBasic products and tools
you ought to have in your make-up drawerExtensive product information to assist you make wise
purchases Make-up Masterclass is a thorough guide to makeup that is organized from newbie to
pro.know what to keep and what things to tossSecrets on the subject of product shelf-life and
make-up ingredients you should know before buyingTips and tips to help you achieve your
desired effect, form your face, and find quick fixes for trouble spots (dark circles, age places, thin
lips, uneven skin tone, and even more) to those who are ready to take their skills to the
professional level.“beauty education for females (and guys! It’s for honing make-up artistry and
building confidence for a beautiful result.
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Great masterclass Just received the Robert Jones Masterclass and so far the reserve is good.
This book has something for everybody who is into makeup. Robert Jones gives you
comprehensive information about various kinds of foundation, eye liner, blushes, vision shadow,
and etc to comprehensive information on Skincare, skin types, Base color match to your skin
layer color, figuring out skin undertone to applying makeup on imperfections on the face like
Dark circles, blemishes and etc. With regards to the brushes section, I experienced it was good in
showing the pictures of the brushes and their use but I didn't just like the fact that the brushes
were identified by number rather than name, especially when nobody uses figures to identify a
makeup brush. So if you ask me that is complicated, especially for a newbie like me. What pieces
this book apart or makes it stand out from others, could it be will satisfy Fans of
Contouring(Chapter 4) of different epidermis tones with it's comprehensive steps to get a perfect
contour and it includes a excellent attention section(chapter 5 & And perhaps the #16 is sold out
but it’s not even listed on the website. I learned so much from this reserve! I am seeking to
perfect my techniques and this book just lacks the DETAILS. I'll definitely recommend this
reserve to anybody specifically a beginner. Excellent book, filled with techniques for all face
shapes and skin tones! Very Basic, Not for Intermediate or Advanced makeup users This is an
extremely basic makeup instruction book. My partner loves this book! Or at least, makeupchanging. Robert Jones covered all you can possibly think about with regards to eyes. There is
nothing to learn if you’ve already been doing make-up for awhile nonetheless it is actually a great
tool for a teenager or a someone just getting started. My favorite feature, my green eyes, is
properly accentuated now. Love love it ! Then, when i go to his website (per the book guidelines),
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO #16 Brush. Buy it! Excellent book, full of techniques for all face
shapes and skin tones! Lots of pictures and excellent instructions get this to book easy to
understand, and makeup more pleasurable to play with. If you’re anything more than a beginner,
you’ll just be switched off and utilize it as a doorstop. A thing or two irked me in this:1. The book
is aimed to sell his own collection of brushes. I own a lot of make-up books, and this may be my
new preferred2. I included two of the web pages to show you how confusing the layout is
certainly. Spacing on the brush pages confused me in regards to what brush I was said to be
considering. Because his brushes are “numbered”, they didn’t exactly match up to their
description. Basic editing of the webpages was overlooked.3. Three Stars Publication worked for
what We needed Awesome book Love this book!Which was the biggest disappointment of all. I
have hooded eye (born with) and they are my most demanding feature. You can find 4 pages
focused on this instruction and he lists 7-10 brushes that should be used. Brushes # 22 (listed
twice), 11, 30 (listed twice), 16 (listed twice), 41, 38, and 14. It’s completely unclear if I’m
supposed to use the same brush quantity twice within the whole process. This publication is
FULL of great methods. When i add all the brushes i can discover to the cart that i'd need, it’s
$128+ and i didn’t even add in the duplicates! It’s so frustrating when little details are
overlooked. 6). At least reference someplace that the brush you referenced in your book is
actually real.At this stage in my makeup phase, I’m not looking to experiment and learn basic
definitions. I already know what a matte end is, how exactly to curl my eyelashes and how
exactly to contour my face. Through step-by-step facial guidelines of eyebrows, eyesight lash
application, eye make-up application predicated on eye shape, eye make-up looks, and etc. Study
from the master! A casino game changer! Great read Excellent information from an expert
makeup artist! Descriptions and definitions have become basic which could be great for
beginners but not someone like me who has been using make-up for 10+years. So much
information and techniques covered. Everyone notices them (instead of noticing my eyrshadow),

and I am complimented frequently. Plenty of clear and detailed details with great illustrations
Plenty of clear and detailed information with great illustrations. Huge turnoff.
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